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Dear Readers,
Gerhard Metz, UV pioneer, founder and major shareholder of

We have a whole host of trade fairs and events already lined

the IST METZ Group passed away on 11th November 2014.

up for next year, such as Labelexpo Europe in Brussels where

His entrepreneurial spirit and his inspired ideas have shaped

we will be presenting our new LED UV development, among

our company over the last decades. We will miss him dearly

other things. Before that, though, we can look forward to

and we will continue to pursue the same path that he struck

seeing you in June at the seventh UV DAYS which will be

for us all those years ago.

taking place at the IST METZ headquarters in Nürtingen.
Here, I can promise you another varied programme of

The UV success story continues: Demand for high-quality

UV technology highlights!

packaging, eye-catching labels, brochures and plenty of
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other UV products is at an all-time high, regarded as a sure-

Today’s magazine will give you a brief insight into all that UV

fire way to stand out from the crowd. We will thus be focusing

technology has to offer. This edition has been printed on our

on packaging printing in this edition of SPECIALIST, taking a

very own press using our newest UV units. As is always the

look at the printing trend currently surpassing all others. The

case, we will be publishing additional information relating to

production of premium packaging for luxury food will also be

the topics covered here online. We would be delighted to

under the spotlight, and there will be an overview of current

hear your thoughts on this issue so why not send a mail to

legal requirements.

specialist@ist-uv.com.

UV finishing is not just popular in the printing industry.

Wishing you all the best for 2015!

A number of other sectors are waking up to the advantages
of coating technology. During our third Industrial UV Forum

Kind regards,

which took place on 4th December, our experts and renowned
partners shared their experience of UV systems in the
We mourn our founder and major shareholder

GERHARD METZ

plastic coating of interior car parts. The most important aspect
here is the scratch resistance of the UV varnish, a topic we
will be addressing once again in this issue. We were delighted

who, after a short illness, passed away at the age of 79.

with the increase in visitors to the event and are already

With him we have lost a distinguished figure, a person who loved life and a

looking forward to next year when we turn our attention to

business partner who was respected by all. We will miss him dearly.
Our deepest sympathies are now with his family.
The management, worker’s council and employees of the IST METZ Group.

Dirk Jägers

yet another theme.

E
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In our inkjet chapter we will be looking at large format printing,
the preserve of digital printing. Plenty has taken place here in
recent years, both in terms of speed and printable materials
and formats.
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PACKAGING PRINTING
Where does your main focus lie?

Why is unusual packaging now so popular in the luxury
food sector?

Rüdiger Brinkmann: You need to take all aspects into
consideration here. Within the Gundlach Group, we have

Rüdiger Brinkmann: The name gives it away, we’re talking

placed great emphasis on innovative technology, with the

here about products that represent luxuries in everyday

aim of promoting sales. This involves companies who, for

life. And this also needs to be reflected in the packaging:

example, look after digital signage at the point of sale, the

what you have in your hand is something very special. First,

improvement of sales forecasts, as well as the expansion or

though, the product needs to catch your eye, which it does

monetarisation of digital services. What is also interesting for

thanks to the use of UV inks and varnishes.

us, of course, is finding a feasible economic link between
the digital world and packaging. As the largest company

What made you go for UV technology?

within the Gundlach Group, our focus lies in particular on the
continued development of Gundlach Verpackung. Here, we

Rüdiger Brinkmann: We jumped on the UV bandwagon

are concentrating on highly refined and innovative packaging

back in 2009 at the request of a customer. Back then, we

solutions for the areas of “Tobacco”, “Tea”, “Food” and

were finishing normal cardboard boxes with UV varnish.

“Non-Food”.
Axel Heise: In close cooperation with our customer, we
What makes your packaging stand out?

decided on inert UV units which would provide us with
additional finishing options. Today, we have five of them. In

Axel Heise: We are involved in the development process for

the meantime, we have discovered a whole host of

new customer packaging right from the start. This way, we

advantages to the UV printing process: special finishing

have total control over its progression and implementation.

effects, plenty of structure, the printing of sensitive

The end result comes from a “single source”. In addition to

substrates. UV is also less expensive than embossing.

taking orders from customers, we develop new packaging
concepts suitable for industrial mass production. The design

UV finishing is often seen in the tobacco industry. Why is

can deviate from what the unit is already capable of and we

this?

often have to come up with new solutions for what we have

P

ackaging printing is one of the largest application areas for UV technology. The printed image meets the highest of

planned. Thanks to our in-house development, we are in a

Rüdiger Brinkmann: In addition to the advantages already

position to offer our customers an even greater service in

mentioned, one market player was certainly leading the way

the form of a new and tested product.

with its packaging. The others soon caught on!

standards and superb varnishing effects ensure the product stands out at the point of sale. Gundlach Verpackung
GmbH is the market leader here. We spoke with Rüdiger Brinkmann, Sales Manager, and Axel Heise, Head of

Production, about company strategy, the use of UV systems and the luxury foodstuff market.

Rüdiger Brinkmann: Taking this approach, we have made
a name for ourselves in the tobacco and tea industry. We
can be very persistent when it comes to implementing
an idea, resulting in innovative packaging, which is unlike

How did Gundlach get started in packaging?

anything on the market already.

Rüdiger Brinkmann: We’ve been at this a very long
time. Gundlach Verpackung started off as a bookbinding
operation, developing over the years to become a
manufacturer of packaging, folded boxes and cartons.
We were already printing packaging at the turn of the 20th
century, on Germany’s very first offset press. Over the years,
RÜ DIG ER BR INK MA NN
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the company has continued to develop in accordance with
the markets and technological advance. And this is the
experience we are benefiting from today.
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Food packaging presents a particular challenge for the

So what does the future hold? How will the packaging

BERNHARD
BRANDSTÄTTER

printing industry because of the extra precautions needed

market progress?

Sales Manager Packaging – Region Eastern Europe, Muller Martini GmbH

to avoid transmitting dangerous substances to the food
(otherwise known as “migration”). The necessary testing is

Rüdiger

Brinkmann:

thus carried out. What does this testing involve?

advantage that it cannot be digitalised, packaging in itself

Packaging

has

the

Muller Martini is a global leader in developing, manufacturing and marketing

major

print finishing systems and machines for variable size web-offset printing
presses. Bernhard Brandstätter explains the current legal regulations in food

cannot be replaced. There are, however, other aspects
Axel Heise: It’s primarily mass transfer and sensory

that we need to look at more carefully. In addition to the

testing. The FABES Institute offers complete testing. At our

link already discussed between the digital world and

customer’s request, we will organise the testing process.

packaging, there is also the theme of sustainability. As a

packaging printing.

packaging company, together with other suppliers across
One of our customers from the tobacco industry carries

the entire value chain, we need to find innovative solutions

out migration tests. Here, the recipe for the varnish used

to reduce as much of the necessary waste as possible.

is tested in practice. The customer then draws up a

There will also be a greater focus on internationalisation

process instruction which must be followed by the printer’s

and increasingly fierce international competition. “Made

production team.

in Germany” certainly still holds some clout, and sets
players apart on the global field.
Our high process stability and innovative capacity in
application technology also makes us stand out.
Thank you for talking to us.
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The European Food Law, just like its counterparts

into contact with food – and the European Regulation

in North America, Asia and Russia, is presenting

10/2011 which governs the use of materials and objects

manufacturers of food packaging with increasingly

made from plastic that come into contact with food.

tougher challenges. Data that couldn’t even be

This includes much of the flexible plastic film packaging,

A special area of UV printing is the curing of inks and varnishes under oxygen-reduced conditions.

determined a few years ago has now been established

or products finished with a plastic coating that adorn so

Inerted UV systems are thus becoming more important, primarily in label and packaging printing.

as the minimum requirement. Measurement methods

many supermarket shelves today.

Depending on the method used, this special form of UV curing involves the replacement of oxygen

are becoming far more sophisticated, and the

with nitrogen in a specially developed chamber. Nitrogen is a suitable filling gas as it is neither

obligation to test and document results is demanding

It is the new printing technologies that use radiation-

poisonous nor explosive. The gas makes up about 78 percent of the air we breathe and is safe to use

more resources from the user.

curing colour systems (UV or EB drying in offset or flexo

OXYGEN-REDUCED UV CURING

printing) that have been the subject of intense testing

in the printing process.
Despite the extra effort required simply creating more

in recent years. Provided that the high-quality colour

Curing under oxygen-reduced conditions also boasts additional advantages for certain applications:

costs than anything else, there has been a number of

systems (low migration) and modern drying systems are

for example, with regard to gloss, hardness, resistance to wear and resistance to chemicals, the

cases in recent years that have confirmed its importance.

used responsibly, these strict legal requirements can
be met and can help to ensure the user maintains a

quality of the product surface is very high. The formation of odours and the tendency to yellow are

6

reduced. There is also very little to no ozone produced as a by-product. These UV systems are thus

The legal requirements are regulated within the EU

successful operation. Thanks to the superb migration

primarily used in the manufacture of packaging expected to meet the highest of demands, i.e. relating

by the European Framework Regulation 1935/2004

and sensory results achieved, these systems have

to sensors and low migration.

– this governs the general use of materials that come

quickly spread throughout the industry.
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Expanding its production facilities in Germany in the

says Frank Dornbusch. Further advantages of UV drying,

autumn of 2013, Warema installed a UV unit from IST

such as split-second curing and thus a quick, dust-dry

METZ GmbH. The decision for UV technology was

surface, are actually not particularly important to Warema:

primarily a pragmatic one. “We had already been

“Because we have a dual-cure unit, we don’t benefit from

playing with the idea of investing in a unit five years ago,

these advantages. Should the demand for UV products

however lack of demand meant it wasn’t pursued. Then

increase, it would however be in our interest to invest

when a customer specifically inquired about processing

in a production unit that just has UV curing. We would

with UV last year, we made contact with the varnish

then profit from all the advantages this technology has

manufacturers and researched the potential of the

to offer.”

technology. We finally decided to install a unit,” explains

ONLY
THE BEST IS
GOOD ENOUGH

Frank Dornbusch, Head of Surface Production at Warema

Not many companies who offer to coat car parts work

Kunststofftechnik. The company chose a dual-cure

with UV technology. “I think the reason for this lies with

unit, i.e. when the varnish is cured, both hot air

the current low demand,” says Frank Dornbusch. He is

and UV light is used, and the varnish reacts to both

convinced of one thing, however: “UV technology boasts

types of drying. This solution appealed to the team

an excellent price-performance ratio. UV has great

because it meant they were able to simply expand an

potential, especially in the area of scratch-resistance.

already existing varnishing line.

And that is something the car manufacturers will learn to
appreciate.”

“The decision to go with a unit from IST METZ was made
following the Industrial UV Forum in November 2012,”
explains Frank Dornbusch. During this annual event,
IST METZ provides information about the opportunities
and advantages to UV technology in surface coating.
“The day in Nürtingen and the company background
convinced me,” he added.
The unit has been used in series production since
November of last year. As it was attached to an
existing unit, it can be used as required and there is no
idling on the production line. The unit first starts off with
a booth for pre-cleaning, using CO2 snow and ionised
air. In the fully air-conditioned spray booth that follows, a
consistently high-standard of coating is achieved. Then

W
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comes the evaporation zone, hot-air drying, cooling and,
arema Kunststofftechnik und Maschinenbau

areas of plastics technology, mould construction and

finally, the new UV unit as an “add-on”. It is mainly car

GmbH from the Lower Franconian Markthei-

mechanical

products

interior parts made from plastic that are coated,

denfeld installed a UV unit from IST METZ at

for

medical

which includes control elements such as multifunction

the end of 2013. The coatings cured using this machine

technology sectors. There is a workforce of 200

steering wheels and steering wheel bezels. The latter are

are particularly scratch-resistant and meet the highest of

employed at the site in Marktheidenfeld near Würzburg.

cured with UV light.

requirements when it comes to varnishing.

With another production plant in Hungary the company

the

engineering,

automotive,

mainly

sun

supplying

protection

and

is positioned internationally. In the area of plastics

The results are more than impressive. “The parts that we

Warema Kunststofftechnik und Maschinenbau GmbH is

technology, high-quality coatings are applied to plastic

produce with UV are extremely scratch-resistant. They

a subsidiary of Warema Renkhoff SE, Europe’s leading

parts, among other things. Warema Kunststofftechnik

have done particularly well in the Martindale test, which

full-service provider for sun protection technology and

und Maschinenbau GmbH is certified to ISO/TS 16949 as

is a special procedure to determine scratch-resistance.

control systems. The subsidiary is involved with the

supplier to the automotive industry.

And this has only been possible using UV technology,”
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AXEL
BOLOWICH
Head of Surfaces Sales, Sprimag Spritzmaschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG

Can LED UV technology meet the high standards in

adjustments made to the lamp technology and the UV

automotive manufacture just as well as conventional

varnish formulation. For a comprehensive use of UV LEDs

UV technology?

in the automotive industry, a collaboration between varnish

Sprimag develops coating machines for the functional and decorative coating of

and lamp manufacturers will be needed to further develop

standard parts, and for the inner coating of metal packaging such as tubes, tins

To our knowledge, UV LEDs can currently only produce

and drink bottles. We talked to Axel Bolowich about the use of UV technology for the

one UV light in a small wavelength range, and this with a

curing of plastic coatings in the automotive industry.

very low effective distance. There would thus need to be

the technology.
Thank you for talking to us Mr. Bolowich.

Take a look at our short film about the Application Centre at Sprimag
Spritzmaschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG in Kirchheim/Teck, which is equipped
with UV technology from IST METZ:

"U V CU RI NG IS PA RT IC UL AR LY
PA RT S"
                        SU IT ED TO PL ASTI C

www.youtube.com/ISTMETZ1

LED UV TECHNOLOGY IN PLASTIC COATING
LEDs have already become a popular choice for lighting. In the printing industry, the merits of LED

Mr. Bolowich, Sprimag builds systems for the coating

What advantages are there to curing coatings with

UV technology compared to more conventional UV systems have been under discussion for several

of all kinds of parts. In your opinion, what automotive

UV light?

years now. On the other hand, in the automotive industry and other industries in which plastic is
coated, it is still early days for this new technology.

materials today are most suited to UV technology?
UV coatings optimally meet the strict optical, scratchUV technology is often used when high standards in

resistant

The

There are advantages here however: the cooler UV light means coated plastic is subjected to less

surface quality are called for, i.e. in terms of resistance

low heat generated in the tool makes this process

thermal stress, benefiting thin-walled components at risk of deforming. LED UV systems are ready

to scratches and chemicals. These are the demands that

particularly suitable for plastic parts. Thanks to the

for use once activated, saving energy during the longer idle times that often occur in production.

currently need to be met in the interior automotive sector.

quick curing with UV light and the corresponding short

Various types of plastic are used here, such as ABS, PC,

process time, it is possible to achieve faster production.

The LUV 80 LED UV unit now even provides users with the option of curing plastic coatings on

ABS/PC, PC/PET and PC/PBT. However, UV technology

The reduced consumption of energy, emissions and

three-dimensional parts, possible at a distance of up to 100 mm from the substrate.

has already been used for control and design elements

resources is a further argument from customers who

made from aluminium sheet and wood trim.

favour UV technology.

and

weather-resistant

requirements.

Considering the stringent demands made by the automotive industry, and the extensive testing
required before release, this technology will tend to establish itself in the medium term. It is already

Further applications in the exterior automotive sector, for

For us as a system manufacturer, the small size of the

clear, however, that both technologies boast application-specific advantages for plastic coating,

which we have already designed UV technology system

UV dryer compared to conventional dryers also presents

which must be considered when selecting a UV system.

concepts, include the corrosion protection coating of

a considerable advantage.

metal parts such as drive shafts and wheel bearings.
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“Industrial companies also incorporate our machinery

At the start of the millennium, the first inkjet printer with

into their production chains. This eliminates the need to

UV-curing inks was launched. The inks are fluid in the print

outsource the printing process, as well as the corresponding

head and only harden on the printed medium under the

coordination and logistics. Process reliability is thus

influence of UV light. UV systems sit to the right and left of

far greater,” says Petra Fetting. “Examples of industrial

the print head and move with this over the substrate. The

applications include saw and milling blades, appliance

curing takes place in a split second, a bonus for immediate

housing, plastic parts, membrane film and decorative

processing purposes. In comparison to the solvent-based

glass panes or glass panels for architectural purposes.”

inks, there are no vapours released when drying UV inks.

Carpenters, glaziers and kitchen fitters are also making the

Digital inkjet printing also allows for the processing of

most of personalised decorations and furniture fronts.

variable data, facilitating the simple creation of personalised
printed products.

In the early days, inkjet printing could not match the accuracy
and quality of offset printing. Print heads and inks were further

Today, digital printing still has limitations when it comes

developed however, and major progress has been made in

particularly to large volume run lengths, which remain best

recent years. “Digital printing has become more popular

achieved using analogue printing. Though digital continues

and sales are correspondingly higher. The media formats

to achieve tremendous success in all other areas.

are also getting bigger. The printing systems are now faster
and the print quality has improved enormously thanks to
smaller droplet sizes. The use of nine picolitre* droplets and
light colours enables printing results equal to those of offset

* A
 picolitre is one trillionth of a litre, in figures: 0.000,000,000,001 litre.

printing,” explains Petra Fetting. “Photorealistic images are
now produced in offset quality on UV systems.”

I

nkjet has gained significant ground in the market

explains Petra Fetting, swissQprint. swissQprint is a

for large format printing over the past two decades.

Swiss manufacturer of UV inkjet printers. The machines

Constant development of the technology has led

can print panel formats up to 3.2 metres wide and

to results that are more than able to keep pace with

four metres long, and are typically used by advertising

analogue printing techniques.

technicians and signage suppliers. They use them
to produce indoor and outdoor posters, banner ads,

12

PRINTABLE MATERIALS IN LARGE FORMAT PRINTING
There are hardly any limits in the variety of substrates. Classic advertising technology media
are standard, but a great number of other materials is also suitable.

The most varied of materials can be printed, with options

guidance systems, POS items, etc. Shopfitters and booth

stretching far beyond simply paper or cardboard. The

builders make up another user segment. Here, they create

Aluminium composite panels

Paper

Glass

printing of flexible materials is now also very much in

individual furnishing and design elements – from decorative

Polyester

Cardboard

Anodized aluminium

demand. Several machines have roll-to-roll options

panels using the most varied of materials to advertising

Polycarbonate

Acrylic

Stainless steel

for continuous printing. “Our systems print all kinds of

screens (textiles), to branded or campaign-related

common and unusual materials, up to 50 mm thick and

elements. Offset printers who wish to offer their customers

Polystyrene

Canvas

Stone

400 kg in weight. We are often amazed at the ideas our

the entire range of printing processes, from small to

(High-density) PVC

Mesh fabric

Cork

customers come up with. Even stone, cork, fibre cement

large-scale production, are also increasingly investing in

Vinyl film

Technical textiles

Fibre cement panels

panels and aluminium foil have landed on the table,”

digital printing systems.

Flexible foam panels

Wood

and many more
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THOMAS
HAMAK
Sales Manager Inkjet/Digital, IST METZ GmbH

UV IN COMMERCIAL PRINTING

„"INKJET IS AN ALL-RO UND TALENT"
Mr. Hamak, UV technology is not only established

What new applications will inkjet printing be faced

in large format inkjet printing, but also for “smaller”

with in the future?

applications. Can you give us an example?

M

ost of the printed materials found in

number of finishing options. Because the print

our letterboxes each day have been

has a “best-before date” and is often used for

“commercially printed”. This includes

advertising purposes, it needs to attract plenty

leaflets, brochures, flyers, letters and invitations,

of attention. With UV-cured inks and varnishes,
particularly fine finishing effects can be achieved,

Inkjet is an all-round talent and is making its mark on

however

One of the largest areas is digital label printing, where

far more than just the printing industry. The printing of

calendars and admission tickets. What they all

also

business

cards,

timetables,

inkjet technology is certainly more than a match for

three-dimensional objects is currently on the rise, for

have in common is that they are produced in

long-established printing techniques such as flexo and

example in the development of architectural prototypes

limited quantities and are only valid or usable

IST METZ has produced a calendar for 2015

offset printing. The inkjet procedure is even being used

or for mechanical engineering. Even here there are

for a restricted period of time. In Latin, the word

using UV print finishing techniques, printed

for print finishing, for what is known as “spot coating”.

various options provided: with “Binder Jetting” a liquid

“accidentia”, from which the German “Akzidenz”

on the company’s very own press. The name

It is possible to achieve extremely thick layers of up to

bonding agent is pressed onto thin layers of powder,

is derived, thus describes “the accidental, the

of the project is “TourIST” and contains travel

90 µm when curing with UV light. Another big growth

from which the figure emerges. “Material Jetting” on

changeable, the additional”.

photos submitted by employees who are also

market is industrial 3D printing, possible on all types of

the other hand involves the application of a liquid

bottles, housings, closures etc., all of which are made

plastic, layer by layer, onto a substrate, which is then

In the printing industry, commercial printing

this calendar, IST METZ is demonstrating the

from the most versatile of materials.

cured. The curing can be carried out using UV light.

is a special area of UV printing. Thanks to the

entire repertoire of finishing effects that are

use of UV technology, its production is fast and

possible with UV technology. The calendar is

which increase the value of the product.

ambitious photographers in their spare time. With

Is there ever a preference for LED UV or conventional

A completely different example can currently be seen

energy-efficient, while the results achieved are

available to purchase and can be ordered from

UV systems?

in medical science. Here, cells are imprinted to seal

of a particularly high quality. UV also boasts a

specialist@ist-uv.com. Stocks are limited.

wounds. So, as you can see, there is certainly more to
Hard to say. It is far more a case that both technologies

come from inkjet printing!

boast their own strengths in the different applications.
Every situation needs to be dealt with individually.

Thank you for talking to us Mr. Hamak.

Further examples of UV products in everyday life can be found on our Facebook page.
Join us on Facebook!
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www.facebook.com/istuv
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